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Choice | Definition of Choice by Merriam-Webster Choose the Right Synonym for choice. Noun. choice, option, alternative, preference, selection, election mean the
act or opportunity of choosing or the thing chosen. choice suggests the opportunity or privilege of choosing freely. freedom of choice option implies a power to
choose that is specifically granted or guaranteed. the option of paying now or later alternative implies a need to choose. Kanye West says 400 years of slavery was a
choice for ... Kanye West says slavery was a 'choice' for African-Americans. Kanye West turned up at the TMZ offices on Tuesday to film 'TMZ Live' and made
controversial comments about slavery. Is it possible to say ' your choice *for* something' when ... My choice for (a separate object not connected to the things avaible
for your choice) The separate object could be a reason (I chose this car for the simple fact that it's the best there is) or an object/person (I chose this car for you
because it's the best there is.

A Choice For Women Center, for abortion information A Choice for Women Center is a non-profit center helping women with crisis pregnancies, primarily those
seeking an abortion. A Choice for Women Center is dedicated to womenâ€™s integrity and freedom. Our services are accessible to all women regardless of their
income. "Choice of" or "Choice for" | WordReference Forums Which one of the following looks more natural and grammatical correct? 1. Faisal is the man of choice
for every company. 2. Faisal is the man of choice of every company. Thanks in advance. Choice | Define Choice at Dictionary.com Choice, alternative, option,
preference all suggest the power of choosing between things. Choice implies the opportunity to choose: a choice of evils. Alternative suggests that one has a choice
between only two possibilities.

Choice - Wikipedia Choice architecture is the process of encouraging people to make good choices through grouping and ordering the decisions in a way that
maximizes successful choices and minimizes the number of people who become so overwhelmed by complexity that they abandon the attempt to choose. Generally,
success is improved by presenting the smaller or simpler choices first, and by choosing and promoting. choiceADVANTAGE - Official Site The system automatically
manages reservations from Choice, travel agents and Web sites, travel agent invoices, the night audit and other items. User-friendly Features choiceADVANTAGE is
so easy to use, new employees get up to speed much faster. choice - English-French Dictionary WordReference.com choice of n noun: Refers to person, place, thing,
quality, etc. (selection, variety of) Ã©ventail de nm + prÃ©p : They have such a wide choice of vegetables at this supermarket. Ils ont tout un Ã©ventail de
lÃ©gumes dans ce supermarchÃ©. choix de nm + prÃ©p :.

Your Medicare coverage choices | Medicare Learn about the 2 main ways to get your Medicare coverage â€” Original Medicare or a Medicare Advantage Plan (Part
C.
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